
Hotel Information B&B Hotel Ulm

 Walking distance from train station or tram or bus line connection
 Direct bus connection to the workshop venue

Contact:
Ehinger Straße 11
89077 Ulm
Phone: +49 (0) 731/176330
E-mail: ulm@hotelbb.com
Web: https://www.hotelbb.de/en/ulm

Rate: 67.50 €, breakfast included
Booking code: VCSEL-Tagung Universität Ulm
Parking: 5 € per day

Map 1: Ulm city map with workshop hotels marked in red
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mailto:ulm@hotelbb.com


Local transportation tickets
Local transportation tickets (bus or tram) can be purchased at ticket machines or with the 
driver. They are valid for unidirectional travel and allow to change between buses and trams. 
A single ticket ("Einzelfahrschein") costs 2.20 €. If you travel as a group, a one-day 
group ticket ("Tageskarte Gruppe", up to five people) for 7.50 € is a good deal. However, from 
Monday to Friday it is valid only from 8:30 h. The buses and trams run about every 10 min.

Getting from train station Ulm to B&B Hotel Ulm
 Leave train station at main entrance; stop “Hauptbahnhof” is in front of the building
 Take tram line 1 (direction “Söflingen”) or bus lines 3 or 5 (direction 

“Wissenschaftsstadt”) to next stop “Ehinger Tor”
 Short walk from stop “Ehinger Tor” to B&B Hotel
 Alternatively you may prefer to walk from the station to the hotel

Map 2: Route from Ulm train station to the B&B Hotel



Getting from B&B Hotel Ulm to Ulm University and VCSEL Day 2018
 Short walk to stop “Ehinger Tor”
 Take bus lines 3 or 5 (direction “Wissenschaftsstadt”) to stop “Universität West” (not 

“Universität Süd”!), approx. 20 min travel time
 Short walk from stop “Universität West” to the workshop venue

Map 3: Route from B&B Hotel Ulm to stop “Universität West”

Map 4: Route from stop “Universität West” to VCSEL Day 2018 venue


